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Pacific Connect vision

Pacific Islanders, particularly women, develop
self-sustaining businesses through innovation
and application of digital technology.
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Executive Summary
In October 2019, the International Centre for Democratic Partnerships (ICDP) was delighted to
receive a three-year contract extension from the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) to
continue implementing the Pacific Connect program. It is encouraging and rewarding for ICDP to be
able to continue to deliver the program based on the strong platform established in its first two
years of operation. Now boasting a network of 585 Pacific Islanders and Australians the program
aims to deliver tangible outcomes for the Australian Government’s agenda to step-up engagement
in the Pacific by working with local leadership to identify opportunities, individuals and coalitions for
engagement under a theme of ‘Australia-Pacific Connections for the Digital Future.’
The key objectives of the Pacific Connect Program are as follows:
▪ Facilitate the exchange of ideas and expertise, and foster collaboration and business
opportunities between Australia and the Pacific in applying digital technology to support
sustainable development.
▪ Shape and influence emerging leaders from the Pacific and Australia, with a focus on
promoting Pacific Island women as current and future leaders (empowerment).
▪ Increase Australia's regional influence by cultivating enduring relationships between people
from Australia and the Pacific.
▪ Enable Pacific Islanders to develop or enhance their affinity for Australia through
participation in the range of Pacific Connect activities and as members of the Pacific Connect
Community (alumni).
Whilst the last quarter of the year has been challenging due to COVID19 restrictions, ICDP is pleased
to report progress across all its key objectives. Through our core activities including dialogues,
project support, workshops, and engaging with our Pacific Connect Community (PCC) ICDP has been
able to:
▪ Grow the PCC by 35% from 2018/19 to expand opportunities for collaboration
▪ Generate 3 new projects and progress 3 existing projects to build business relationships
▪ Increase the participation of women in the Pacific Connect Community to 65% including
inviting 2 Pacific women to Co-Facilitate dialogues, convening 2 women-focused dialogues
and supporting 4 projects lead by women.
▪ Enable 197 women (107 Pacific women) to develop networks, build technical & business
capacity, and grow their businesses to support empowerment
▪ Identify growing affinity through PCC members providing ever-increasing access to highcalibre participants from Australia and the Pacific through referrals.
▪ Establish 6 Pacific Connect Hubs (Lae, Port Moresby, Honiara, Suva, Apia, Port Vila) to
support online delivery and PCC networking. All Hub Coordinators are long term PCC
members and 4/6 are women.
▪ Facilitate delivery of 8 technical and business-related workshops to increase technical and
business skills.
The program has received incredibly positive feedback from participants through testimonials, and
post-event surveys and interviews, and it is extremely rewarding to hear about and witness the real
impact the program has had on the lives of Pacific people. Key highlights of 2019/20 include
delivering a coding workshop for Tonga Women in IT, supporting 5 projects through the ICDP Micro
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Investment Initiative, seeing one of our projects progress after receiving external funding, and
supporting 63 current and emerging leaders from Australia and the Pacific to come together to
share, learn and celebrate at the Annual Ideas Exchange.
Travel restrictions in the last quarter have impacted ICDP’s ability to continue strategic engagement
and generate and engage in new projects, with current and emerging leaders understandably
concentrating on other priorities. Program delivery has therefore focused on supporting and
bolstering existing projects, adapting dialogues to online delivery and running online workshops to
support capacity development. An expanded workshop delivery program, introduction of regular
project team meetings, and PCC Community Hall meetings were introduced as a result of feedback
from the PCC last year.
The ‘technology and innovation’ theme is prevalent in our activities with all dialogues and projects
focusing on providing solutions to Pacific challenges in sectors including agriculture, water, climate
change, social enterprise, disability, and education. In addition, workshops on coding, blockchain,
grant writing, digital media, financial literacy and pitching have upskilled participants in IT and
business to support personal and professional development.
The challenge of convening online in the Pacific in terms of costs, accessibility and reliability has
been somewhat negated by establishing the hubs and providing support for PCC members to access
online communication mechanisms e.g. dedicated PCC Zoom license. The introduction of online
dialogues has been particularly successful with 128 people attending our recent Storytelling &
Digital Media Virtual dialogue (60 in the hubs and 68 online). ICDP has also ‘ramped up’ its online
content resulting in significant increases in traffic across our website, dedicated Slack channels,
Monthly Newsletter, and other media channels.
Over the past year it has been particularly gratifying to see the PCC grow and mature as an entity
that is beginning to self-initiate activities e.g. PCC Community Halls. Pacific Connect has provided the
platform for these deeper relationships to grow with the aim of creating associated impacts around
generation of new businesses, expansion of businesses, implementation of digital and innovative
solutions and improved services in the Pacific as the program progresses. These impacts are part of
the monitoring and evaluation framework for the program which enables ICDP to measure its
achievements and make program adjustments.
As a small and nimble program, Pacific Connect benefits from significant in-kind contributions from
its Board, Strategic Advisors and Pacific partners who are high level, influential people in Australia
and the Pacific. Pacific Connect has been able to adapt to the changing delivery environment and
meet its key objectives over the past year. Despite limitations on its activities there has been growth
in the PCC, increased female participation, increased capacity development opportunities,
generation of new projects and progress of existing projects. With a vibrant and engaged PCC the
next year looks extremely promising.
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Key Achievements – 2019/2020 Outcomes & Impacts
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Who we are
The International Centre for Democratic Partnerships (ICDP) is a not-for-profit organisation which aims to
forge genuine and enduring strategic relationships between Pacific and Australian individuals and
organisations. We leverage the extensive network of our strategic partners Global Access Partners (GAP)
and Strategic Development Group (SDG) in Australia and the Pacific to build connections and establish
business relationships.

A program developed and delivered by ICDP which was announced by the Prime Minister of Australia at the
48th Pacific Islands Forum in Samoa on 8 September 2017. The aim of Pacific Connect is to help deliver the
Government’s agenda to step up Australia’s engagement in the Pacific by working with local leadership to
identify opportunities, individuals and coalitions for engagement under a theme of ‘Australia-Pacific
Connections for the Digital Future’.
The Pacific Connect program was initially a 2-year pilot program funded by Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs (DFAT) launching on 1 October 2017, and has now been extended a further 3 years to October 2022.

Using Second Track Methodology
Dialogues are delivered using second track unofficial, informal, consultative style process, which helps focus
participants on specific problems, their possible ICT solutions and potential practical projects that can be taken
further by members of the dialogue. In our most recent Brisbane Pacific Women Entrepreneurs (February
2020) a Pacific participant noted similarities between our Second Track approach and the Pacific term for
convening - talanoa which also reflects a process of inclusive, participatory and honest discussion.
The Global Access Partners (GAP) Second Track Process has been developed over 20 years. The process
brings a multidisciplinary group of people together for a series of meetings over a two-stage process. Stage
one is discussion and stage two is implementation. These meetings focus on a macro-economic topic and
facilitates collaboration with the goal of developing a solution to a common challenge and then
implementing that solution.
Each member of the group contributes in a personal capacity and brings to the discussion their experience,
networks, influence and expertise. Group members are sought from a variety of backgrounds to ensure that
as many views on the topic are incorporated as possible, thus making the outcome likely to be a long-term
solution with multi-stakeholder support.
Facilitation focuses on encouraging free-flowing, open and honest discussion where those involved are keen
to see positive opportunities emerge for all engaged. It is a two-phase process and focuses on
implementation of solutions. While phase one is about identifying solutions, phase two is about making sure
those recommendations have impact in the real world. This is why the GAP Second Track Process focuses on
building long-term relationships between dialogue members and encourages people to engage in a personal
capacity rather than only representing an organisation.
All discussions are held under the Chatham House Rule. The process is never based on a single meeting but
rather a series of meetings to allow time to progress and test ideas, develop solutions and implement.
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Our Approach
Objectives
COLLABORATION
Facilitating the greater exchange of ideas and expertise

EMPOWERMENT
Promoting Pacific island women as current and future leaders

ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
Increasing Australia’s regional influence by cultivating enduring relationships

AFFINITY
Enabling Pacific Islanders to develop an affinity or enhance their affinity for Australia

Core Activities
Strategic engagement: networking with key government,
business, academia and community leaders to facilitate
project support.
Workshops: to support capacity and professional
development needs in technology & business innovation.
Dialogues: to encourage and enable existing Pacific Connect
Community (PCC) and new participants to meet, collaborate,
and develop networks & projects.
Annual Ideas Exchange: Australia-based event for active PCC
and current leaders to share their ideas, showcase projects
and broaden their networks.
Target & strengthen individual connections: PCC access
professional development, mentoring, advice, and support
through referrals, and dedicated online platforms.
Identification and development of projects: support PCC to
develop new and continue collaborations and management of
existing projects.
Seed funding opportunities: facilitate/kick start for PCC
projects from the ICDP Micro Investment Initiative.
Building the Pacific Connect Community: facilitate member
engagement in events, support self-initiation of
project/activities.
Communications: utilise online technologies to enable
collaboration, information sharing, promotion of Pacific
individuals, organisations & stories.

OUTCOMES & IMPACTS – monitoring & evaluation framework (aspirational over a 5-year period 2017-2022)

Revised Operating Model March-June 2020
As a result of the unprecedented impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly around
international travel and public gathering restrictions, it was necessary to pivot the delivery model of
the Pacific Connect program in March 2020. This reflected the need for ICDP to make the health and
safety of our community, staff, clients and partners a top priority and the international travel
restrictions that remain in place.
The objectives of the program remained unchanged, moreover the overriding theme ‘Australia –
Pacific Connections for a Digital Future’ became even more pertinent in terms of developing
technological and innovative solutions to Pacific challenges during this time.
New strategies were put in place for the final quarter (April to June 2020) of the 2019/20 Annual
Plan. In particular, the key strategies were to:
▪ increase usage of online technologies - noting the costs and intermittent coverage in many
Pacific Island countries is challenging;
▪ leveraging the active Pacific Connect Community members in each country and the broader
network; and
▪ focus on strengthening and scaling existing projects.
Whilst these challenges have impacted ICDP’s ability to apply second track and reproduce the
collaborative environments created through face to face dialogues and networking events, we have
been able to convene a number of successful online events and the PCC have shown strong support
for the program over the past six months through referring from their networks. This is evident in
the PCC growing by 35% to 585 members in 2019/20. Six Pacific Connect Hubs were also
established to assist with local logistics and convening face-to-face and online in Lae, Port Moresby,
Honiara, Suva, Port Vila and Apia. Existing PCC have readily taken on the role of PCC Hub
Coordinators to support dialogues and Community events in the Pacific.
Since April 2020 ICDP network has continued to support emerging leaders from the Pacific and
Australia to develop and implement active and planned projects. Regular meetings have been
established with Project Teams to support project management and sharing ideas.
We have also invested significant effort in promoting and utilising various online technologies to
work with and encouraged the Pacific Connect Community to collaborate and share information, as
well as work on existing projects together. This has been complemented by our continued usage of
various communications mediums such as: our monthly newsletter, website, Facebook page, Twitter
site, LinkedIn site, Instagram site, YouTube channel and Slack collaboration platforms. The website
remains the key publishing platform for aspirational writers/ bloggers/ journalists in the Pacific and
we will continue to feature articles relevant to the Pacific and the technology theme.

WHERE WE WORK & 2019/20 ACTIVITIES SUMMARY
FIJI
Dialogue: 1

PACIFIC-WIDE
Dialogues: 3
Partic: 177

Women: 145

Projects: 2
Workshops: 3
Workshops: 2
Community Members (Aust): 100
Community Members: 57

Women: 67

Women: 33

Ideas Exchange (Sydney, Aust)
Workshops: 1

Community Hub: Suva

Partic: 63

PNG
Projects: 1
Community Members: 48
Women: 40

Community Hubs:
Lae & Port Moresby

Women: 40

SAMOA
Projects: 1
Community Members: 21
Women: 15

Community Hub: Apia

SOLOMON ISLANDS
Dialogue: 1
Projects: 1

VANUATU
TONGA

Dialogue: 1
Projects: 1

Dialogue: 1

Workshops: 1

Workshops: 1

Community Members: 29

Community Members: 23

Women: 18

Women: 12

Community Members: 27
Women: 22

Community Hub: Port Vila

Community Hub: Honiara

“I feel that ICDP has strengthened this relationship and will continue to do so, which will be seen through the growth of
projects & networks.” (Pacific Island survey participant)
“I’m more aware of the issues facing Pacific peoples, and of the opportunities available for mutual benefit.” (Australian
survey participant)
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COLLABORATION
DIALOGUES

–

WORKSHOPS

–

PROJECTS

–

PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY

-

COMMUNICATION

Providing platforms to enable collaboration and relationship building is a fundamental component of the program. Dialogues comprising Australian and Pacific
participants from all sectors are the catalysts for expanding networks, in depth discussions on topics related to technology and are designed to generate projects that
participants can work on together to solve Pacific challenges. Existing Pacific Connect Community members participation in dialogues has resulted in referral of new
participants from their networks and keeps members active and engaged in program activities. The program is encouraging PCC to use and embrace technology to
strengthen and expand business opportunities and stay connected with each other and ICDP.

8 dialogues
8 workshops
6 projects

 6 Pacific Community
Hubs
 312 Slack online
community
 5 Projects received
Micro Investment Funds

313 total dialogue participants
- 65% women
- 195 Pacific Islanders
- 70% Pacific women
132 workshop participants
- 63 women

84% of surveyed dialogue participants agreed that that Pacific Connect is a program that both
‘expands and strengthens Australia-Pacific connections by developing new networks’

GROWING NETWORKS – GOING GLOBAL

Olisana addresses the audience at
a World Economic Forum Global
Shapers event in Melbourne, Aust

Olisana is a young Samoan entrepreneur with a passion for
digital technology and education. In 2018, as a result of a visit
organised by ICDP to an innovation hub in Brisbane, she cofounded a tech start-up ‘The Hub’ in Apia with her father.
They seek to help others thrive by designing innovation
solutions for education and building shared spaces for
business professionals, start-ups and creatives. Olisana
participated in the 2018 Pacific Connect Forum and became
the Founding curator of the first Pacific Islands’ World
Economic Forum Global Shaper’s Hub through the support of
Pacific Connect. Olisana’s continues to grow her business
through expanded networks and professional develop
opportunities as a result of Pacific Connect. She is an active
Pacific Connect Community member through dialogue
participations, Co-Facilitation and as Apia Hub Coordinator.

“I am grateful to ICDP for helping me find like-minded partners for implementation and

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

growth – those who had the same dreams, goals and ambitious resolve.”
“If not for ICDP’s continued engagement, encouragement, networking and financial support on my
entrepreneurial journey, I would not have had this chance to learn, grow and connect with the Global
Shapers’ Community. Fa’afetai tele lava (thank you so much!) I’m now on my way to building THE HUB
I’ve always desired for my local people.” - Olisana Mariner, Co-Founder, The HUB, Apia, Samoa
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ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE –

PROJECTS

–

PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY

- TARGETED CONNECTIONS - COMMUNICATION

Pacific Connect provides many opportunities for PCC members to strengthen relationships through working on joint projects, attending the Annual Ideas Exchange,
attending in-country Community Hall meetings, facilitating one-on-one connections with ICDP’s broader network & within the PCC, and the provision of online tools to
connect – Slack, dedicated PCC zoom licence, Facebook, and LinkedIn. This has been particularly prevalent post COVID19 restrictions where we have been unable to hold
face-to-face networking but have established in country PCC Hubs where local PCC & new members can attend dialogues/events and interact face-to-face and online.

 7 PCC meetings
 27 Project

Meetings

5 active
projects

75% of surveyed dialogue participants indicated
that they were ‘able to get advice and support from
at least one contact at the Dialogue, and, most
promisingly for long-term relationships.’

84% of surveyed dialogue participants agreed that
that Pacific Connect is a program that ‘cultivates
meaningful enduring relationships between
Australian and Pacific individuals and organisations.’

ENERGISING & EMPOWERING
Pauline is an entrepreneur from Suva, Fiji who has a passion to
support women handicraft makers across the Pacific to promote and
sell their goods. In 2019 she attended a Women Entrepreneurs
dialogue in Brisbane which sparked her enthusiasm to build on her
idea to develop an online platform to showcase & sell Fiji goods &
services which she expanded to Pacific Finds. She also attended the
Annual Ideas Exchange and Vanuatu dialogue serving to expand her
networks. Pauline has linked with female entrepreneurs from
Vanuatu, Samoa, Solomon Islands and PNG, and 3 Australian
businesses to build www.pacificfinds.com She also Co-Facilitated a
Female Entrepreneurs dialogue in November 2019 at the invitation
of ICDP where she was able to share her experiences and build
leadership and business acumen skills to support her growing
business. Pauline continues to be an active Pacific Connect
Community Member in Fiji.
(Picture – Pauline addresses dialogue participants in Brisbane 2019)

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

“Through ICDP I have been able to connect with other Australian entrepreneurs as well, who have been very
helpful in providing advice and assistance in connecting me to other entrepreneurs who are doing similar work
in the Pacific. As part of the ICDP alumni, you have access to amazing entrepreneurs in the South Pacific and
Australia. What I’ve found is that I can approach them for any advice and any assistance and they’re always
willing to help, which has been useful especially being based in Fiji and sometimes needing help from Australia.
- Pauline Benson, Founder, Pacific Finds, Suva, Fiji
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EMPOWERMENT
DIALOGUES - WORKSHOPS - ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE – PROJECTS – PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY - TARGETED CONNECTIONS - FUNDING
The program has a focus on women and women entrepreneurs and every opportunity is provided to develop capacity in technology, leadership and business to support
Pacific women start-ups and/or build their businesses. Workshops, Co-Facilitation of dialogues, Hub Coordinator role responsibilities and project development activities
have all contributed to energising and empowering PCC women and men entrepreneurs. In turn PCC members are sharing their knowledge and experience with their
networks to broaden capacity development impacts beyond their own business e.g. creating of innovation hubs, sharing business ideas, writing blogs for social media.








21 female presenters at dialogues
2 Pacific female dialogue Co-Facilitators
4/6 project leads are Pacific women
4/6 Hub Coordinators are women
Funding to kick start/maintain project momentum
Partnering with Pacific groups to convene dialogues &
workshops e.g. Tonga Women in IT

Workshops
 Financial literacy
 Pitching
 Blockchain
 Grant Writing
 Digital media tips & tricks
 Coding
19 dialogue participants surveyed from 2 Women Entrepreneur
dialogues stated that they had established a business relationship with
at least one contact at the event (49 attended in total).

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

SUPPORTING IDEAS - OBTAINING TANGIBLE OUTCOMES
Martha is a social entrepreneur from Lae, Papua New Guinea where she owns and manages a
social enterprise business. Her work involves working with rural communities to create
cooperative societies, build their ecosystem and connect them to markets. Martha attended
a Women Entrepreneurs Dialogue in February 2020 and as a result Pacific Connect linked her
with an Australian IT business to develop a project to create a technology roadmap to build
a farmer portal. The project identified free and low-cost technologies that can be
implemented quickly, to test and learn with farmers, and start to deliver value, while
necessary capital for a full digital solution can be sought from donors. The early lessons will
ensure that donor money is effectively spent. The outcomes will target small holder farmers
who lack knowledge and know how to manage their farms as a business. Martha’s business
will make available relevant information and services to the farming community, Government
and the private sector through the use of information and communication technologies, to
supplement the existing delivery channels. Martha gained access to like-minded Australian
entrepreneurs through attending a Pacific Connect dialogue and is benefiting from skills
capacity building in project and systems development as well as building her business and
supporting small farmers in PNG through this opportunity. (Picture – Martha Raka)
“I am so impressed at how all this communication between myself and your team (Australian
business) has developed into a clearer visual pathway towards achieving the goal of setting up
the Farmer Portal. Phase 1 has clearly defined my understanding of how digitally information
can be transferred using the existing methods and I am eagerly waiting to get it started. I
have today set up an information session (your report) has identified our pain points in
utilising the existing communication channels of which I overlooked. Now that this has been
identified as a very important tool to getting the early adopters used to the idea of using a
digital way of communication, the idea will be strongly recommended during the meeting." Martha Raka, CEO, Sere J Pacific, Lae (PNG)
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AFFINITY
DIALOGUES - ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE –

PROJECTS

–

PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY

- STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT - COMMUNICATION

In order to build and strengthen long term relationships it is important that program participants build an affinity for each other and their counterpart’s country. Bringing
together individuals from a wide array of backgrounds in an open respectful convening style has been a successful ingredient to developing knowledge and trust that
enables joint project work and sharing of asks and offers. This culture is replicated in the PCC which has seen it mature as group to support Hub Coordination roles,
confidently refer colleagues, provide ongoing feedback to inform program activities and provide for targeted professional development and one-on-one connections.








5 Pacific Hubs to support dialogues & networking
63 Annual Ideas Exchange attendees (40 women)
15 Mentoring sessions, 20 small group/1on1 sessions
7 Australian businesses supporting projects
Approx. $120,00.00 funds raised for projects
Project stakeholders incl. people with disabilities,
MSMEs across sectors, women entrepreneurs & farmer
cooperatives



“Thanks for inviting me. It is an amazing network to be part of, and
after this dialogue, now see the broader picture of the Pacific Connect
project, and realise the calibre and significance of your work.” Australian Ideas Exchange participant via email
“I appreciate all your hard work to get me and others to the Pacific
Connect Ideas Exchange. I have learned the importance of teamwork
and allowing people with different strength to work together. I'm now
back at work and I have shared with my colleagues everything I have
learned.” – Pacific Islander Ideas Exchange participant via email

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE: NEW IDEAS – NEW CONNECTIONS
Each year we convene an Ideas Exchange and invite active PCC members (47) from Australian
and the Pacific, and current leaders to come together to share new ideas, discuss progress on
current projects, and broader personal and professional networks. PCC members also
attended innovation hubs – Fishburners, The Studio and Blue Chilli where they met start-up
founders and explored new technologies. They also attended a Pitching workshop, received
one-on-one mentoring and participated in project roundtables. Guest speakers included Ms
Liesl Tesch AM, MP (NSW Legislative Assembly, and Hon. Christopher Pyne, MP (Federal
Parliament).
A highlight of the event saw seven project pitches of which five were delivered by Pacific
Women entrepreneurs. This provided invaluable professional development opportunities
and enabled them to obtain feedback and promote their ideas to potential funders.
(Pictured above L-R: Georgina Naigulevu (Fiji), Molly Benjamin (Aust), James Kana (Sol Is), Shauna
Katafono (Fiji), Julia King (Vanuatu) at 2019 Ideas Exchange).

“Grateful to know that Australia continues to support the participation of Pacific islands to grow and build their technical
capacity and engage in meaningful dialogues to support collaborations in the region.” - Surveyed dialogue participant
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COUNTRY OVERVIEWS
FIJI
COLLABORATIONS/ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
DIALOGUE – Technology Enabling Inclusiveness
• Suva, Fiji 22 participants – 15 Fijians 7 Australians incl. 13 women
PROJECTS x 2
• Pacific Finds – seed funded by ICDP ACTIVE (see page 13)
• Mobile Me – seed funded by ICDP; Phase 1 delivered (see opposite)
• 9 online project meetings ICDP/Project team

EMPOWERMENT/AFFINITY

MAPPING INFRASTRUCTURE TO IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY
As a result of the Fiji Dialogue, a mobile app was developed to capture mapping &
infrastructure information to assist persons with disability to navigate Suva CBD streets,
buildings & infrastructure. Mapping done by Fijian abled bodied & people with disabilities
walking Suva CBD to record data on International Day for Persons with Disability.
OUTCOMES:
• Project supported by business/entrepreneurs from Australia and Fiji as well as local
government and government in Fiji.
• Members of Project Team 4 women attended Pacific Connect networking events,
received mentoring & pitched project idea at the Pacific Connect Ideas Exchange.
• Ideas Exchange Welcome Dinner keynote address delivered by special guest Ms Liesl
Tesch AM, MP, Member of the NSW Legislative Assembly and five-time Paralympic
champion.
IMPACTS:
• Partnering with Australian counterparts helped build project management, technical
and organisational capacity of Pacific team members.
• Data collected can be provided to local government, government and businesses to
improve accessibility for people with disabilities in the Pacific.
• Project Team develop knowledge on mobile app development through partnership
with Australian IT business to support data collection.
• Local volunteers upskilled in mobile app usage for data collection exercise.

PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY / ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE
• PCC networking event – 15 members 7 women
• Community Hall meetings - 3
• Fiji Hub established - 16 gathered for online Storytelling dialogue 9
women / Female Co-Facilitates Brisbane Dialogue
• 9 attendees (Ideas Exchange) 6 women
WORKSHOPS x 2
• Introduction to Blockchain
- face to face 15 participants 6 women
– online 28 participants (5 countries) 9 women
STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT
• Dialogue venue sponsored by Mr Rakesh Ram, CEO, HFC Bank, Fiji.
“We were absolutely thrilled to work with the Mobile Me team on this project. There’s
• Dialogue co-facilitated by Mr Setareki Macanawai, CEO, Pacific Disability
something satisfying about seeing a simple solution solve a real problem, especially
Forum.
• Networking dinner – 30 guests 15 women attended by Fijian & Australian when it can positively impact so many lives.” Excerpt from case study – Australian Tech
business
business, community & government representatives.
• ICDP attends International People with Disability Day & Mobile Me
PACIFIC FINDS PROJECT (see page 13) “As I have mentioned, throughout my journey with
Launch Project Launch – special guest Fiji Government Minister for
Women, Children & Poverty Alleviation – Ms Mereseini Vuniwaqa, MP ICDP I’ve been empowered and inspired. Prior to my engagement with ICDP I was at a difficult
point with my business, it was such a huge struggle just to set up the e-commerce platform and
OUTCOMES:
then navigate how to work with SMEs. So, the assistance and learnings from ICDP have been
empowering….. It’s amazing to reflect on where I have come from and all the growth that has
taken place.”- Pauline Benson, Founder, Pacific Finds Suva, Fiji

IMPACT:
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PNG
COLLABORATIONS/ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
PROJECTS
• Technology Roadmap for Farmers Cooperative – seed funded by
ICDP ACTIVE
• Establish Lae Innovation Hub – ACTIVE
• 3 online project meetings ICDP/Project team

EMPOWERMENT/AFFINITY
PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY
• PCC networking event – 15 members 6 women
• Port Moresby & Lae Hub’s established – female coordinators
• 22 PNG PCC & new participants attended online Storytelling Dialogue
via the Hubs – 12 Port Moresby - 12 women & 10 Lae - 9 women
ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE
• 6 attendees 6 women
STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT
• Networking dinner – 10 guests attended by senior PNG & Australian
businesses.

AN IDEA TO INNOVATION HUB
Julliane Terry is an entrepreneur from Lae, PNG who first attended a Women in Business
& Digital Delivery Dialogue in Brisbane in February 2019. Julliane is owner of Tok Stret
Consulting that provides high-level support, mentoring and guidance to PNG businesses.
Julliane attended the 2019 Ideas Exchange in Sydney where she pitched her idea to
establish an Innovation Hub in Lae after being inspired by a visit to Qld Innovation Hub –
The Precinct in February. Julliane is the Pacific Connect Hub Coordinator in Lae and is an
active PCC member. Julliane is planning to launch the Lae Innovation Hub in July 2020.
OUTCOMES:
• Professional development received via Pacific Connect events, mentoring & pitching
workshop and as PCC Hub Coordinator.
• Broadened networks via event attendance & as Hub Coordinator
• Linking with local MSMES and Lae Chamber of Commerce to advance business skills
and networks.
IMPACTS:
• Female entrepreneur supported to build business capacity & transfer skills to
network via own business.
• Female entrepreneur establishing Innovation Hub and transferring knowledge to
local entrepreneurs to upskill and support sustainable businesses.
• Business/professional profile bolstered through participation in Pacific Connect
events. (Pic: Julliane Terry addresses attendees at the Annual Ideas Exchange)

TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP TO BUILD FARMER PORTAL (Refer page 14)
IMPACTS:
• Australian business partnered with female PNG business owner which built business
capacity & technical skills to support further business development
• Supports implementation of integrated digital solutions to assist cooperatives & small
farms in PNG to achieve ongoing commercial sustainability
“My business would not have been able to link with Pacific small businesses if it wasn’t for the
Pacific Connect Program providing a platform for networking, collaboration and project
initiation.” – Cameron Neil, Managing Director, Common Code, Melbourne, Australia.

“I was involved with ICDP since 2018
and my relationship with ICDP has
really helped me grow my network
and they are one of the reasons why
my business has become very
successful” – Julliane Terry, Owner,
Tok Stret Consulting, Lae, PNG.

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:
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SAMOA
COLLABORATIONS/ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
PROJECTS
• Shifting Homes – VR Project – seed funded by ICDP ACTIVE (see
opposite)
8 online project meetings ICDP/Project team
Obtained external funding totalling approx. $63,000

EMPOWERMENT/AFFINITY
PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY
• PCC Community Hall Meeting – 4 members 3 women
• Apia Hub established – female coordinator
• 9 Samoan PCC & new participants attended online Storytelling
Dialogue via the Hub – 7 women
ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE
• 3 attendees 2 women

IMMERSIVE STORYTELLING OF SAMOAN CULTURE & CHALLENGES
The project will create an initial Virtual Environment to bring a Samoan village to life,
recreating its past and present in an immersive and vivid way. The VR experience will
present future outcomes for the village and the impact of Climate Change. If the pilot is
supported the project will document rising waters and further dramatic outcomes
indicated through scientific data, the project will emphasise the urgency of this issue to
outsiders. The project will also explore future solutions in how the village will need to
adapt in terms of housing and settlement and will develop a training program to upskill
Samoans in VR production. Australian businesses working with Skyeye Samoa & National
University of Samoa.
OUTCOMES:
• Project invited to attend and exhibit at The Australian Pavilion at the 17th
International Architecture Exhibition La Biennale Di Venezia (Vienna) in August 2020
(event now postponed due to COVID-19)
• Project Team incl 1 women attended Pacific Connect networking events, received
mentoring & pitched project idea at the Pacific Connect Ideas Exchange.
IMPACTS:
• Local education providers & students benefit from learning new technologies that
could generate business & economic benefits.
• Project Team comprises local entrepreneur who has upskilled team in use of VR
technology equipment for application to other uses e.g. aerial mapping to expand
business services.
• Showcases Samoan culture internationally (tourism) and assists local communities to
explore solutions to mitigate the impact of climate change.
“I see more efforts towards pacific centric issues, contrary to generic
issues This focus will greatly help our pacific islanders towards progress
and development” – surveyed dialogue participant

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:
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SOLOMON ISLANDS
COLLABORATIONS/ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
DIALOGUE (ONLINE) – Technology & Water Sustainability
• 19 participants – Online 11 (10 Aust, 1 Fiji), 8 Sol Is Hub, 8 women
• Fiji participant developed business relationship with Australian
company post dialogue
PROJECTS
• Less than Container Load (LCL) – seed funded by ICDP ACTIVE (see
opposite)
Received in kind land space at Sol Is Ports Authority to pilot
7 online project meetings ICDP/Project team
working with key stakeholders incl Sol Is govt, cocoa beans
exporters, PHAMA Plus, Rural Development Program to progress

EMPOWERMENT/AFFINITY
PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY
• Honiara Hub established - 6 gathered for online Storytelling dialogue
4 women
ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE
• 7 attendees 2 women
STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT
• Dialogue co-facilitated by Mr James Kana, Managing Director,
Ueniusu'unu Agribusiness Group, Sol Is
• Mr Ian Gooden, CEO, Solomon Water briefed on dialogue’s outcomes
with potential for further support of projects.
• Developed relationship with CEO, Ports Authority from April 2019
resulting in sponsorship of LCL project.

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

ALLEVIATING BOTTLENECKS IN COMMODITY EXPORTS (Less Than Container Load)
Currently for every 5 shipping containers that come into the Solomon Islands full, only 1 will
go out full, which represents a huge loss in opportunities, productivity and carbon miles. Small
to medium enterprises (SMEs) make up 30 – 40,000 household (60% of total population)
actively engaged in agricultural sector of the economy of the Solomon Islands, and yet most
do not currently have access to export markets. This project seeks to develop an app to
enable growers to share a shipping container with other small and medium growers who will
then be able to gain unprecedented access to export markets and speed up export processes
which is a significant win for agents, producers and buyers.
OUTCOMES:
• Connected with IT entrepreneurs from Australia to develop project concept.
• Project Team incl 1 woman attended Pacific Connect events, received mentoring &
pitched project idea at Ideas Exchange
• Pacific Connect supported project team engagement with Australian and Sol Is businesses.
• Project team working with two Australian businesses to develop project plan and funding
proposals to support business concept.
IMPACTS:
• Building capacity of women entrepreneurs incl rural and remote to use technology to
improve business operations.
• Farmers (majority women) assisted to improve business processes, access export markets
and expand businesses resulting in economic flow on effects.
• Using technology to build a sustainable business model for a number of agriculture value
chain stakeholders incl farmers, consolidators and Ports Authority.
“As an emerging entrepreneur, I felt like it was the best professional development (Ideas
Exchange) I have done! There is already movement happening for collaborations in the
Solomons, Samoa and PNG for myself and my company! As someone who often works alone and
in small teams, I really found being amongst other positive people who are dreaming big dreams
and making them happen totally re-energising. Our Solomons LCL project team are particularly
engaged and inspired by the event. A team member called me yesterday morning …. to get
things moving and the team met that afternoon (this is Solomons light speed!!) You will be
hearing from us shortly as we move things forward.” – Female LCL team member via email
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TONGA
COLLABORATIONS/ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS

BUILDING CODING SKILLS FOR TONGA WOMEN IN IT

DIALOGUE – Digital Solutions to Local Challenges
• 20 participants – 11 Tonga, 4 Aust, 9 women

The Pacific Connect team met the founders of Tonga Women in IT during a strategic visit in
August 2018. Four members have since attended dialogues in Brisbane and the Ideas
Exchange. The connection was strengthened with the group partnering with Pacific Connect
to co-host the first Tonga Pacific Connect dialogue in November 2019 ‘Digital Solutions to
Local Challenges.’ During this dialogue group members connected with Australian IT
specialists. Out of this connection Pacific Connect facilitated the Australian company to
deliver an online Learning to Code with Python and Django program which was designed
to take a small group of interested individuals from diverse backgrounds and provide them
with a structured approach to taking the first steps to becoming a software developer.
12 Tongans attended (7 women) over a 4-week period and several projects have been
developed as a result. Certificates of completion were provided to enhance career
development opportunities.
OUTCOMES:
• Built capacity of attendees to support business/professional development.
• Built capacity of Pacific female IT sector and transfer of skills within Tonga Women in IT.
IMPACTS:
• Technical capacity built to support innovation in business and career development.
• Technical capacity built to support sustainability of local businesses/organisations
including: development of Tonga Women in IT website, e-commerce site, business
website.

WORKSHOP
• Financial Literacy Masterclass
27 participants 7 women
• Building Coding Skills (see opposite)

EMPOWERMENT/AFFINITY
PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY
• Dialogue co-hosted by Tonga Women in IT
ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE
• 3 attendees 3 women
STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT
• Dialogue venue sponsored by Mr Paula Pouvalu Ma’u, CEO,
Ministry of Meteorology, Energy, Information, Disaster
Management, Environment, Climate Change and Communications
(MEIDECC)
• Networking dinner in Nuku’alofa hosted by ICDP and attended by 20
guests including Tongan & Australian dialogue participants and
Tongan business, community & government representatives.
Keynote address provided by Hon. Siaosi Sovaleni, Minister of
Education, Government of Tonga

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

“I am grateful that experts in various fields from Australia are volunteering their time to help
our communities.” – surveyed dialogue participant
“It’s [the Dialogue] has opened up a network of experts participating in something that will
improve the Pacific’s infrastructure and development through technological and innovation
advancements.” – surveyed dialogue participant
“[ I ] learned about new concepts available in Australia from the various facilitators working in
the private sector, that was I was not aware of before; and also more about the process
involved to better utilise ICT for business .” – surveyed dialogue participant
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VANUATU
COLLABORATIONS/ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE AROUND BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

DIALOGUE – Digital Marketplace & Online Services
• 17 participants – 9 Vanuatu, 1 Fiji, 6 Aust, 14 women
PROJECT
• Behaviour Change Pacific Scholarships (see opposite) ACTIVE
Funding proposal submitted March 2020 – awaiting outcome

As a result of collaboration at a Brisbane dialogue, an Australian academic (Dr Rachel Hay)
and 2 Ni Vanuatu women (Elsie Bong & Dalsie Baniala) worked together to develop a
funding proposal to enrol a selected group of up to five (5) ‘students’ from Vanuatu into the
online delivery of Marketing for Social Change Course at James Cook University (JCU),
Townsville, Australia. The subject uses case studies to build knowledge around behaviour
change; it assesses and evaluates social marketing campaigns/interventions to work
towards building a behaviour change intervention. The projects is a great example of
collaboration between Australian and Pacific Islanders around supporting capacity
development in Vanuatu to facilitate social change.
OUTCOMES:
• Female academic & Ni-Vanuatu women entrepreneurs work together to develop
funding proposal for community education
• Proposal developed that contributes to building and promoting the protection and
conservation of communities.

EMPOWERMENT/AFFINITY
PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY
• Port Vila Hub established - 9 gathered for online Storytelling
dialogue 8 women
• PCC Female member Co-Facilitates Brisbane dialogue
ANNUAL IDEAS EXCHANGE
• 3 attendees 3 women
• Attendees pitched project ideas to broader group
STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT
• Dialogue co-facilitator Mr Francis Herman OAM, CEO, Vanuatu
Television & Broadcasting Corporation
• CEO, Digicel Vanuatu presents at dialogue and provides feedback on
participant project pitch ideas
• Dialogue keynote speaker - Ms Jenny Da Rin, Australian High
Commissioner to Vanuatu
“I feel that ICDP has strengthened this relationship and will continue to do
so, which will be seen through the growth of projects & networks.” dialogue survey participant
“I’m more aware of the issues facing Pacific peoples, and of the
opportunities available for mutual benefit.” – dialogue survey participant

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

“Thank you again for a wonderful dialogue, I had a great time and I think we achieved
something worthwhile. I love this group, it feeds my curiosity and my passion for regional
development!!”
Dr Rachel Hay, James Cook University

DIALOGUE REAPS IMMEDIATE OUTCOMES (JULY 2019)
• CEO, Digicel delivers on a commitment to install free Wi-Fi for the Haus of Handicraft
building in Port Vila the day after the dialogue and offered his office conference
facilities for future meetings of the Women Advisory Network (Yumi Wan).
• Participants utilised time at the end of the dialogue to set up a dedicated and closed
Facebook site for women in business to share information and knowledge on business
and entrepreneurial matters.
IMPACT
• Entrepreneurs (predominantly female) can access online banking services for non-cash
customer transactions enabling increased sales particularly from international tourists.
• Female entrepreneurs have access to information to enable business skills
improvement.
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PACIFIC-WIDE
Financial Education Dialogue Comments

COLLABORATIONS/ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
DIALOGUES X 3
Financial Education for Women in Business - 76% women participants
• Brisbane, 25 participants – 7 Fijians, 3 PNG, 3 Sol Is, 3 Vanuatu, 2 Samoa,
1 Tonga, 6 Australians incl. 20 women
Develop Your Ideas Grow Your Impact - 96% women participants
• Brisbane, 24 participants – 8 Fijians, 7 PNG, 2 Sol Is, 1 Vanuatu, 1 Samoa,
5 Australians incl. 23 women (96%)
Storytelling & Digital Media (Online & Hubs) - 80% women attendees
• 128 participants: 68 individual logins and 60 hub participants - 14 Fijians,
22 PNG (10 Lae, 12 Port Moresby), 6 Sol Is, 9 Vanuatu, 9 Samoa

EMPOWERMENT/AFFINITY
PACIFIC CONNECT COMMUNITY
• Established 6 Pacific Connect Hubs: Apia, Honiara, Lae, Port Moresby,
Port Vila, Suva (4/6 Hub Coordinators are women)
WORKSHOPS x 4
• Pitch Development (face to face)
22 participants 77% women
• Financial Literacy Masterclass (face to face)
25 participants 80% women
• Grant Writing (face to face)
25 participants 80% women
• Storytelling & Digital Media (online)
155 attendees 80% women

“Enjoyed hearing from both (Facilitators) [about] their personal journey to achieving their
goals. Always great to hear from previous participant [that] come back, facilitate and talk
about their progress.” (Pacific participant)
‘Overall, it was an excellent dialogue and I was truly inspired from meeting the various
participants, facilitators and presenters. Being in the conceptual stages of my business idea,
I learnt a lot from existing business owners and attending this dialogue alone has now
inspired me to pursue my idea further.’ (Pacific participant)
‘I have a much better understanding of the Pacific Islands and the people who call them
home. I valued the opportunity to learn from them and hear about their challenges. I believe
there are many opportunities for business between Australia and the Pacific, and ICDP
dialogues are excellent for surfacing them.’ (Australian participant)

Develop Your Ideas Grow Your Impact Dialogue Comments
“I now view Australia as a more active participant in the South Pacific region, with the aim
of taking a more pro-active role in developing the Pacific from the ground level.” (Pacific
participant)
“An informative session, in fact the best of all meeting I have ever attended” (Pacific
participant)

Storytelling & Digital Media Virtual Dialogue Comments
“The Facilitators did a great job. The Audio was almost perfect, and I appreciated that it was
time bound and nothing was wasted. Well done.”
“They were all very captivating with their own stories and journey. Amazing people with
amazing stories. Love their work and passion put into it.”
“I see more efforts towards pacific centric issues, contrary to generic issues. This focus will
greatly help our pacific islanders towards progress and development”

OUTCOMES:
IMPACT:

90% of the Storytelling dialogue survey respondents agreed that ‘Pacific Connect promotes Pacific
Island women as influential leaders and role models for other women’
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OUR COMMUNITY
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PARTICIPANTS – Pacific Connect Community
Members of our Community are most likely to be emerging and future leaders and are described as
individuals who are in mid-ranking roles (likely to be in their mid-20’s to mid to late 30s), their
careers are underway, they are ambitious and possess the following characteristics of individuals:
▪
a commitment to improving their country and region;

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

are well connected and have a desire to share their existing networks;
have a "big picture" perspective tied to "action / reality on the ground" experience;
humility and ability to embrace, engage and implement change;
a track record of trust and respect from colleagues and achievement;
are an active supporter of other emerging leaders; and
are committed to supporting the Pacific Connect vision.

Participants with these characteristics are selected against a set of criteria as follows:
▪
current and previous experience and responsibilities;

▪

desire to effect change and make positive impacts at local, national, regional and
international level;

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

coalition and network builder;
ability to think strategically and contribute to dialogues;
capacity to collaborate with other stakeholders within and external to their field/sector;
sponsor/supporter/referee comments; and
commitment/motivation.

Participants are drawn from a range of existing networks including the Pacific Connect Community
(Alumni). Additionally, GAP, Strategic Development Group, Australian High Commissions and ICDP
networks also assist in identifying participants.
In assessing a program, it is also useful to understand a participant’s journey – see Diagram below.
The journey clearly indicates the ‘value add’ that being part of Pacific Connect Community provides
both professionally and personally. Examples provided in Country Overviews for a number of our
alumni show the impact of the program on their lives and businesses since joining. Refer – Olisana
Mariner page 11, Pauline Benson page 13, Martha Raka page 14 and Julliane Terry page 17.
Post dialogue surveys have indicated that a high percentage of participants see the ‘diversity of
participants’ as one of the key strengths of the program, along with opportunities to ‘expand and
strengthen Australia-Pacific connections by developing new networks.’ After two plus years the
Pacific Connect Community is maturing, developing deeper relationships and beginning to selfinitiate activities. ICDP has bolstered this growth through enabling regular collaboration and
networking, supporting new and existing projects and the creation of dedicated Hubs with long term
PCC members coordinating logistics and activities in country, and advocating with their networks on
behalf of the program.

Gender inclusion
Promoting gender equality is integral to advancing Australia’s national interests and reflects
Australian values of fairness and substantive equality. One of the principles used to guide Pacific
Connect is promoting gender equity and targeting opportunities for women across its activities.
In implementing gender inclusion, we have taken practical action:

▪

supporting women’s organisations and coalitions, including women entrepreneurs,
associations and service providers for women wherever possible and appropriate,
recognising the lead role of these organisations in creating change – an example includes
the Tonga Women in IT group

▪

making available Women entrepreneurial leaders to facilitate dialogues and
mentor/coach – examples include inviting 2 Pacific women (Fiji & Vanuatu) to CoFacilitate dialogues

▪

Providing access to Australian accelerator hubs that include women-based opportunities
– example: BlueChilli visit and presentation during Annual Ideas Exchange

▪

Targeting women emerging leaders from Australian and the Pacific to participate in
dialogues - 65% women on average attend our activities

▪

Continued women focussed dialogues in Brisbane, Australia – 2 convened (Nov & Feb)
with 76% and 96% women represented at each event

▪

Identifying, where possible, leadership roles for women in activities and the
development/implementation of projects – example, 4/6 projects have women leads.

▪

Structure and length of activities are designed to enable women to attend – to recognise
primary caring responsibilities example provided hotel day room for nursing mother
during a dialogue (Suva, Fiji) so she could participate.

▪

Supporting Pacific women business owners by connecting them to Australian
businesswomen.

Communications 2019/20
In financial year 2019-2020, ICDP delivered a strong and growing social media presence, reaching
record users, increasing engagement in its community platform, and implementing new
communications methods.
ICDP’s monthly newsletter, the NewsWrap, has gained 102 subscribers since the end of the previous
financial year, taking the total subscribers to 532. Twelve editions of the newsletter have been sent
in the past financial year. The newsletter features:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

project updates and blogs from Australian and Pacific Islander network members,
promotes upcoming Dialogues and Workshops,
highlights associated business events, networking opportunities and partner success stories
relevant to our network
has a Pacific SME focus and promotes likeminded organisations who otherwise may face
challenges in promoting their business services
highlights technological and social developments that aid entrepreneurism in the region
in the advent of Covid-19 restrictions and challenges in the region, the NewsWrap has
featured uplifting stories of resilience, innovation, and collaboration during these uncertain
times.
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Strong, identifiable branding coupled with a positive ‘word of mouth’ presence from Pacific Connect
Community members has enabled ICDP to continue attracting optimal coverage of its Dialogues &
Workshops. The website, which hosts the blogging platform and official documentation and
recordings of Dialogues and Workshops, has an active monthly user rate of 639 users (June 2020).
As of June 2020, there have been 167 blogs published with Australian and Pacific Islander subject
matter experts and community members, an increase of 43 blogs since the end of the previous
financial year.
Continued engagement with stakeholders and network alumni is evidenced in the strong growth of
the Pacific Connect Community engagement platform, which operates on the free Slack platform.
Since the Covid-19 pandemic forced the Pacific Connect program to move online, there has been a
significant increase in the utilisation of the engagement platform as part of ICDP’s online ‘ramp-up’
of the platform. More than 3,800 messages have been sent (all-time), an increase of 2,100 messages
since June last year. There are now 282 network alumni registered on the Slack platform, an annual
increase of 110 individual users. Most promisingly, there are an average of 51 active weekly
platform users, and 23 daily users, the highest platform active usage on record.

Lessons Learned & Reflections
Challenge
Participants requested more workshops for
professional development / business improvement
Project Leads/Team requested more assistance to
maintain project momentum
Barriers in the Pacific to accessing online activities
incl costs, reliability, appropriate venue

Strategic engagement in the Pacific restricted by
current pandemic conditions – focus is elsewhere
Funding for projects impacted due to current
pandemic conditions – funds directed elsewhere
PCC reluctant/resistant to use of new technologies
e.g. Zoom, ramping up of Slack site

Online Facilitation challenging for presenters

Participants request more time for networking in
online environment (Pac Conn events)

Recommendation/Action
• Delivered 8 practical workshops for PCC
Community with business & IT content
• Seed-funded 5 projects that are still active
• Implemented regular project meetings with
Project teams to facilitate ideas & progress
• Established 5 Pacific Connect Hubs for
participants to physically attend & dial in –
covering costs for venue, catering & internet
• Building content for online delivery
• Re-connect with current leaders through
newsletter, regular email/phone updates,
dialogue participation where possible
• Include funders in activities – dialogue, project
updates, Annual Ideas Exchange
• Convened small meetings to introduce software &
provided help information/tutorials to support
use
• Direct dialogue participants to Slack for pre &
post dialogue information & discussions
• Provided workshop on use of digital media
• Invest time in developing skills of PCC & pair
experienced with new facilitator
• Design dialogues to accommodate online delivery
including timings, structure and pre dialogue
preparations/materials
• Building in more time in event programs for
individual & group networking
• ICDP made dedicated Zoom license available for
PCC to use for meetings, networking
• ICDP facilitated PCC Community Halls for incountry networking online/face-to-face
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Monitoring and Evaluation
Embedded in our work is the monitoring and evaluation framework, which tracks participants and
partners interaction and engagement. The framework allows us to be agile and adjust our service
offerings and delivery ensuring resources are effectively used.
The program’s next monitoring and evaluation report will be presented at the end of September
2020 and will take into account the impacts of COVID19 on the program. It has also been enhanced
to include outcome harvesting. Given the program is complex and dynamic with uncertain
environments, there are possible external outcomes that can’t be predicted in advance. The
outcome harvesting approach collects evidence of what has changed and then, working backwards,
determines whether and how an intervention contributed to these changes.

Administration
Our office is paperless and IT cloud based and our organisation operates remotely across Australia
and the Pacific. The ICDP office at the Australian National University (ANU) has been closed for the
foreseeable future and staff are now working from home. Our team will continue to meet via online
meeting technology and is actioning day-to-day tasks via normal email and phone channels. In
accordance with Australian government policy we are working to maintain employment for our
casual and contracted staff through workloads created via the revised operating model

Value for money
For ICDP the definition of ‘value for money’ is the optimal use of resources to achieve the
intended outcomes. Value for money is not about achieving the lowest initial price and does not
always mean that the ‘highest quality’ service is selected. A lower cost option that meets quality
requirements may be appropriate. As an example, air travel for ICDP activities is undertaken at
economy class and the lowest practical fare travel policy is applied. ICDP uses competitive
selection processes when selecting partners or suppliers and seeks to negotiate discounts and inkind support where appropriate.
ICDP delivers value for money by continuously improving the design and mode of delivery of the
Pacific Connect Program to enhance results and build collaboration. Introducing workshops to
further build networks and explore potential themes and projects has resulted in stronger buy-in
and a broader group of emerging leaders to participate in resulting dialogues and to join the Pacific
Connect Community.
ICDP trials innovative delivery approaches work collaboratively and analyses feedback from
people in the Pacific to adopt flexible and successful approaches, and to apply lessons learned.
ICDP has adapted its operations to make efficient use of online technologies i.e. Zoom, Slack and
Whatsapp to enable discussions and collaborations. Where possible, ICDP utilises in-kind support
in its operations to enhance service delivery and provide budget savings.
Pacific Connect benefits from significant in-kind contributions from its Board, Strategic Advisors and
Pacific partners who are high level, influential people in Australia and the Pacific. For example, they
participate in dialogues and workshops, mentor participants, identify speakers and participants for
dialogues.
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